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COMING EVENTS 

04 March : Evening Meeting - Mike Guest - General Research -getting started - a point of view. 
18 March : Morning Meeting - Scrapbooking: Ruth Wilton - how to preserve and present photographs 
25 March : Research - The Library is open from 6.00pm until around 9pm for Members’ Research. 

01 April : Evening Meeting - Sue Green: NZSG and the goodies they have to offer us. 
15 April : Morning Meeting - Anne Urwin: Reunions - her experience and advice. 
29 April : Research - The Library is open from 6.00pm until around 9pm for Members’ Research. 

UNPAID MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 2004 NOW OVERDUE 

Joint membership  $35.00 
Single membership  $25.00 
Newsletter only  $15.00 

Members have until 31 March to pay their subscriptions. Those members whose membership is not 
renewed by that date will no longer be on the mailing list and will have to pay the visitor's fee to 
attend any of our branch meetings.  

Please remember to pay your subs to the person at the desk or a committee member at the March 
meetings or post to the branch's post office box (above).  

MISSING MICRO FISH 

Betty Pyne has done a stocktake of all our microfiche and some have escaped!!!  
If you have any of these, please put them back as soon as possible: 

 Deaths NZ 1917 - 3 fiche 

 Cemetery Thames no. 665 

 1984 Lancashire no. 431 

WELLINGTON BRANCH IS HOSTING THE RESEARCH WEEKEND THIS YEAR 

WHEN Saturday 11, Sunday 12 September 
WHERE St Giles Church Hall cnr Vallance Street & Kilbirnie Cres, Kilbirnie 
TIME 11am to 5pm both days 

WHAT WILL BE AVAILABLE 

 The NZSG Irish Interest Group's resources will be there with Gwen Reiher.  
 Wellington's Branch Library and their new Joe Cassin Irish Collection.  

Members of Hutt Branch are most welcome. More details later... 

Genealogy: A hay stack full of needles. It's the threads I need. 

 

 



 

 

HEAR HARRY HUME HERE ▼ 

Where to search for Family Records in Ireland 

Wednesday 10 March at 7:30pm 
Porirua Library Genealogy Section, cnr Norrie & Parumoana Streets 
Door Entry Charge $5.00 
Parking available in Harvey Norman Carpark behind the library 

From the information received - his talk may cover: (Slides, A4 overheads) 

 Topographical Indexes 

 National Archives 

 Public Record Office of N.Ireland 

 Church and Parish records and where to find them 

 Wills 

 Civil registrations of Births, Deaths and Marriages. 

 Registry of Deeds in Dublin from 17 ... ? 

 Presently running Web sites and useful forums on internet to appeal for info. . 

 Family History Societies…contacts and publications. 

 Published Gravestone transcriptions. 

 Local Historical Societies throughout Ireland their publications and contact info 

 Libraries and Societies that hold genealogical information and Old Newspapers, National and 
Local. 

 Town Directories, trades, householders. Voters lists. 

 Census of Households and Inhabitants 1851- 1901. 

 Court Records. 

 Web site info and CDs that are available. 

 List of Organisations and individuals who work as professional genealogists. 

 Emigration lists to America, Australia and New Zealand. 

 Facilities for people visiting and researching. Low cost airline operators from mainland UK to 
Ireland 

 Difficulty of tracing Scottish and English families who settled in Ireland  

 Ulster-New Zealand Trust and Ulster Historical Foundation. 

Henry Campbell Hume's  interests are: 

 Social, economic and religious History of Ireland from 17
th
 to 19

th
 Century  

 Founder member, committee member and past chairman of the Glens of Antrim Historical 
Society.c.450 members Web site http://www.antrimhistory.net/ 

 Regular contributor to Glens of Antrim Society journal the Glynns and other publications. 

 Chairperson of Federation For Ulster Local Studies 1992-94 Website 
http://www.ulsterlocalhistory.org/ 

 Member of Committee of Clough Presbyterian Church. 

This should be a very interesting talk. Hutt Branch Members Welcome 

COURSES AVAILABLE AT VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OF WELLINGTON 

Irish-Scottish Studies Programme 
The Irish-Scottish Studies Programme was established in 2003 at Victoria University of Wellington to 
provide a national and international focus for the promotion of post-graduate studies and scholarly 
research into the New Zealand and Australasian Irish-Scottish migrant experiences. The Programme 
aims to build on the undergraduate courses already offered nationally, providing opportunities for 
deeper research into the Celtic diasporas in Australasia. Through its central location and access to 
primary sources (Archives New Zealand, Alexander Turnbull Library), the Programme facilitates the 
strengthening of links with Australian and New Zealand-based researchers and opens discussion 
with those from further afield. 

For more information see this web site and/or contact Maureen West. 
http://www.vuw.ac.nz/stout-centre/research-units/irishmain.aspx 
 

http://www.antrimhistory.net/
http://www.ulsterlocalhistory.org/
http://www.vuw.ac.nz/stout-centre/research-units/irishmain.aspx


 

 

Beginning to Climb Your Family Tree 

Are you searching for your genealogical roots? Are you uncertain about where to start?  
Are you looking for some tricks of the trade to continue your search?  
Beginning with research skills, you will learn how to:  

 organise your records  

 obtain and present genealogical information  

 use records from government and other sources, including records in New Zealand 
repositories  

 judge the veracity of information obtained  

 focus your research skills in the right direction.  
The course will also examine the use of Internet resources for genealogy. Limit: 20.  
Wednesdays   March 24 & 31,  April 7, 14 & 21. 6pm-8pm  
Venue to be advised. Fee: $110 ($100) 
Course info: http://www.vuw.ac.nz/conted/courses/personal/genealogy.asp 

Maureen West is a Researcher for the Treaty of Waitangi Research Unit at Victoria University. An 
experienced teacher and researcher of genealogy, she is a member of the New Zealand Society of 
Genealogists and has taught courses on behalf of the Genealogical Research Institute of New 
Zealand.  
Maureen West -Treaty of Waitangi Research Unit - Victoria University of Wellington PO Box 600 - 
Wellington.  Phone: 64 4 463 5933 - Fax: 64 4 463 5439 - Email: stout-towru@vuw.ac.nz 
 

SCOTTISH TRADITIONAL NAMING PATTERNS 

1st son is named for the father's father  1st daughter is named for the mother's mother 
2nd son is named for the mother's father  2nd daughter is named for the father's mother 
3rd son is named for the father's grandfather  3rd daughter is named for the mother's grandfather 
4th son is named for the mother's grandfather  4th daughter is named for the father's grandfather 

From the Gore Branch Newsletter 

WHOSE JOB? 

This is the story about four people named Everybody, Somebody, Anybody and Nobody.  
There was an important job to be done and Everybody was sure that Somebody would do it.  
Anybody could have done it but Nobody did it.  
Somebody got angry about that because it was Everybody’s job. 
Everybody thought that Anybody could do it.  
But Nobody realised that Everybody wouldn’t do it.  
It ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody when Nobody did what Anybody could have done. 

From Awapuni Probus newsletter, Jan 04 

THE TEN FAMILY COMMANDMENTS 

1. Go forth and multiply  
2. Pack up and move to a different location many times  
3. Use names other than those given to you  
4. Refuse to talk about your family or ancestors  
5. Make up interesting stories that can't be verified  
6. Make spelling changes to your name regularly (and anything else important, or otherwise)  
7. Have many different birth dates  
8. Do not record any kind of family information  
9. Claim to have come from a different Country (preferably one that doesn't keep records)  
10. Do not save any family correspondence  

List found circulating the internet - developed by a Frustrated Genealogist! 

Take nothing but ancestors, leave nothing but records. 

 

http://www.vuw.ac.nz/conted/courses/personal/genealogy.asp
mailto:stout-towru@vuw.ac.nz


 

 

SPEAKERS REVIEW 

WHAT IS AVAILABLE AT WELLINGTON'S NATIONAL ARCHIVES - Len Dangerfield 

The National Archives hold public records that were of interest to the government. The origin of the 
word 'archive' is from archiv which is Greek for government. Please note, the following list is not 
complete. 

Shipping and Passenger Lists - only government assisted immigration. The Reference SS means 
'social security'. Shipping lists were useful for those who wanted pensions in the 1930s who had 
arrived in 1870s. As many did not have birth certificates, the shipping list was sufficient proof of their 
age. 

Probates - whole family trees can be found in wills and probate papers. Areas covered are mostly 
Taranaki across to Napier and South to Wellington with a few Nelson probates. 

Inquests - testimonies can be found here regarding the deceased. 

Non-War Grave Card - men who came back from the Wars but have died since. This was 
discontinued about ten years ago. One can find the veteran's next of kin etc and their addresses. 

Electoral Rolls - only current issues held. 

Intentions to Marry - 1856-1880 indexed (3 cards for each). They were geographically arranged and 
originally written up as they came in. Later they were allocated numbers. To access them one needs 
to find the serial number. The intention to marry does say how long the bride and the groom have 
been in the area but does not necessarily show how long they have been in the country. 

Divorces - difficult to get into and tend to be very vague. There is a 60 year embargo on these 
papers. 

Police Gazette - these contain photographs, times and dates. The gazettes have a 70 year embargo.  

Naturalisation - mostly Europeans. In these papers one can find the immigrants time of arrival in New 
Zealand and date and place of birth. 

NZR and NZ Post - addressed in grades and hopeless if you don't know where the person in 
question worked and what they did etc. Magnifying glasses may also be needed for the small writing. 

School Records - These are records for the lower half of the North Island and contain school rolls, 
grades and where the child went when they left the school. The NZSG index has also a lot of this 
information. 

Mining Licences - these cover the 1860s and 1870s and are rather hard to get into. 

Maritime Safety Records and Mariners - masters and mates - all mariners had to be registered and 
graded for local shipping or for foreign service. Includes personal details such as their date of birth 
etc. 

Land Claims - these relate to the 1840s and earlier where arguments were involved as to ownership 
of land. 

Military - mostly relating to the Maori Wars and territorial services covering the south of the North 
Island. 

The NZ War Medal and Maori War Medals - 1845-47 & 1851-6. Some men applied for War medals 
years later. 

Vogal Scheme and Immigration - 1870-1878. Navvies (navigators who built canals in England) and 
many other occupations required mostly for the Railways. Vogal borrowed ₤1M importing mostly 
Irishmen for this scheme. 

Church Records - vague. Mostly in Alexander Turnbull Library. 

Industrial Schools  - 1882-1910. Boys who were in these schools were taught a useful trade. 

Deaf schools - Six special schools for the deaf. 1908-1961. 

1893 Petition of Woman's Votes - name, addresses and occupations of women. Well indexed. 

Alien Records - Aliens' register 1914-1977. Those seen as a threat were detained on Somes Island. 



 

 

Land Allotments - these were mostly for men who were English soldiers who fought in the Maori 
Wars. Some were allotted land and others also qualified for the Chelsea Pension - these records 
read a lot like modern War records with physical descriptions and date and place of birth etc. 

Publican Licences - Internal Affairs - not easy to get into. 

National Photos - Aerial photos of important events (in the reading room). 

NZR Photographs in alphabetical order and includes station staff. 

Waikato Immigration - scheme to bring in 20,000 immigrants (families) to counter the Maori 
population. 

Parliamentary Papers and Appendices - published annually - indexed but titles are confusing. Also 
includes JPs,  public appointments and photos of many public works. Also school teachers registers 
to 1924 covering all schools. The career of teachers can be followed through. 

MATCHING NZ BRIDE AND GROOMS INDEX UPDATE 

The index is now complete to 1956. This is as far as the index will go as from 1957 the matching 
spouse's surname appears on the microfiche indexes. Please note that there are approximately 
6,000 unmatched bride and grooms on the NZSG index version 3 which still need to be sorted. 

WORRIED ABOUT WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO YOUR FAMILY HISTORY RESEARCH? 

Then perhaps you could add this to your last will and testament! 

GENEOLOGICAL CODICIL TO MY LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT 
To my spouse, children, guardian, administrator and/or executor: 

Upon my demise it is requested that you DO NOT dispose of any or all of my genealogical records, 
both those prepared personally by me and those records prepared by others which may be in my 
possession, including but not limited to books, files, notebooks or computer programs for a period of 
two years. 
During this time period, please attempt to identify one or more persons who would be willing to take 
custody of the said materials and the responsibility of maintaining and continuing the family histories.  
[If you know whom within your family or friends are likely candidates to accept these materials, 
please add the following at this point: "I suggest that the persons contacted regarding the 
assumption of the custody of these items include but not be limited to" and then list the names of 
those individuals at this point, with their addresses and telephone numbers if known] 

In the event you do not find anyone to accept these materials, please contact the various 
genealogical organisations that I have been a member of and determine if they will accept some 
parts or all of my 
genealogical materials. 

[List of organisations, addresses and phone numbers at bottom; include local chapters, with their 
addresses, phone numbers and contact persons if available as well as state/national contact 
information and addresses] 
 
Please remember that my genealogical endeavours consumed a great deal of time, travel, and 
money. Therefore it is my desire that the products of these endeavours be allowed to continue in a 
manner that will make them available to others in the future. 
 
Signature ___________________________ Date ___________ 
 
Witness ____________________________ Date ___________ 
 
Witness ____________________________ Date ___________ 

 

Genealogy: Tracing yourself back to better people.  



 

 

DAIRIES, JOURNALS AND LETTERS 

Two or three years ago I became very interested in the life of Queen Victoria. I read 3 biographies 
about her life and was amazed at what and how much she wrote in her dairies. Some of what she 
wrote is banned from public viewing such as her entry about her first night with Prince Albert. She 
was, of course, very well educated and it seemed, had plenty of time to write. 

Most of us do not have any material written by our ancestors who migrated to New Zealand. In fact 
quite a few of the immigrants could not even write their own name. Even those who came later did 
not often bother keeping any sort of written account of their journey. My grandfather who arrived in 
1920 just bought postcards at each port he visited. His youngest sister, who came out the following 
year, upon leaving England, was given an autograph book which she had various members of the 
crew sign. 

A few immigrants were blessed with a talent for sketching or painting and drew their first impressions 
of New Zealand. Sketching and drawing seems to have been a lot more common than it is today. 

Often, the best we can hope for, is an account written by the ship's surgeon and accounts by other 
immigrants and people who came in contact with our ancestors and hope our ancestors are 
mentioned and that they had something nice to say about them. 

The Alexander Turnbull Library has journals and dairies catalogued under the various ships that they 
refer to. Various books on the early history of a province will often also contain transcripts of first 
person accounts.  It is  possible to find transcripts of various surgeon's dairies on the internet simply 
by doing a search on the name of the ship.  

One might also stumble across mention of one's ancestor in a first person account of a ship that 
arrived in the same area later. I stumbled across my ancestor John Lye, a 'William Bryanite', 
mentioned in an account about the arrival of the 'Amelia Thompson'. He is mentioned in passing as 
the man holding the guiding light for the landing party trying to get to shore in treacherous New 
Plymouth weather as darkness set in. 

No two accounts seem to be the same. Some immigrants ships experienced pilfering, mutiny, fights, 
shortages of food. Other ships seemed to have the model crew and emigrants. 

Reading transcripts of these journals also gives one a very good picture of what early immigrants 
had to endure with only a promise of a better life at the other end. 

THE SURGEON'S JOURNAL FOR THE LADY NUGENT 

Out of curiosity I checked out the surgeon's journals for the Lady Nugent, a ship which arrived in 
Wellington in 1842 with three of my Welsh (Prince) ancestors.  

The Alexander Turnbull Library has three versions of the journals. 

Firstly there is a hard copy volume of photocopied pages which is rather faded and hard to read. 
Secondly there is a film copy which is a easier to read and finally, there is a transcript. 

Comparing the transcript with the film, I found words here and there missed because the original 
writing was hard to read. However, in one case a chunk of script had been missed completely, not 
because it was hard to read but because the rest of the day's entry incriminated a certain Mrs C. 

The transcript read a bit like a short novel with various themes running through it - problems with the 
cooks, the food and the water, problems because of the weather, problems with sick and dying 
people, mutinous crewman and pilfering. 

In this case, there was at least one thief on board as the surgeon reports complaints of things going 
missing. Various accusations are made until finally someone lost a roll of calico and accused Mrs C. 
of taking it. Her belongings are searched and it seems all the stolen items come to light. Mystery 
solved.  

The transcript was very useful because the style of writing of the original is quite difficult to read even 
where everything was written clearly. However, by comparing the original with the transcript, I 
satisfied my curiosity by checking out the original entries on my ancestors and their family members 
and will not forever be wondering if my ancestors were the thieves! 

Genealogy: Chasing your own tale! 



 

 

 

THE 'WHAT AND WHY'S 

Very often family historians feel the need to pad out what they find in written records. However what 
our ancestor did is much easier to find out than the reason why. Very often I have watched movies 
'based on fact'. But, when actually reading the written version of events, I have been very annoyed to 
find the facts have been totally misconstrued. (The book is always better) 

Following are transcripts of actual entries made by the Ship's Surgeon about two of my ancestors, 
Samuel and Eliza Crowther, who were passengers on the Barque Birman. 

19 Nov (1841) .... Mrs Crowther's child is also very unwell with Diarrhoea of a similar and obstinate 
bad character.  

2 Dec Was called this morning at 1 A.M to a child of Crowthers which I found expiring. The child had 
been very unwell with Diarrhoea but was recovering from it.  The parents say they put it to bed at 6  
O.C  P.M. and on looking at it about 12  O.C they found it dying. I had a Post-mortem Examination. I 
said the funeral service over it and had it committed to the deep. ... 

23 Dec ... The Captain asked Crowther (who happened to be standing beside him) to give him a pull 
in hoisting one of the sails which Crowther refused to do.... 

If we wanted to make up a story out of this chain of events, we could come up with some interesting 
theories as to why Crowther refused to help the Captain. 

1. Crowther had an attitude problem. 
2. The Captain had an attitude problem. 
3. Crowther had sore hands, sore head, backache, and/or tooth ache. He was unable to help even 

if he wanted to. 
4. Crowther was grieving the loss of his first and only child and did not want to be disturbed. 
5. Crowther was doing a bit of soul searching. (He had married Eliza Balmforth 6 days before Jane, 

their (now dead) daughter was born. His wife had also been disowned by her gentleman father.)  
6. The death of this child had put a strain on their marriage. He was waiting for a lady friend to turn 

up and did not want to get his hands dirty. (This is the Hollywood version). 

LETTER FROM A MAN A LONG WAY FROM HOME 

(A contribution by Sheila Clegg -as written by a member of her family) 
 
June 14th 1911  Limestone Island 
  Whangerei 
  Auckland 
 New Zealand 
Dear Friend 
 It gives me great pleasure in answering your letter dated Apl22nd/11and am very 
thankful to see that someone can find time to write unto me. In your letter you state that I am greatly 
missed at the Commercial, I do not know you wether I am or not, but their is times when I am alone 
in my shanty, when I wish I was amongst you enjoying myself, you say that you was singing the 
Chorus of their allways will be singers, which brough me back into your minds. But when I get by 
myself I often think about the song that I used to sing, The homeland of my heart, which I might say 
is perfectly true. Be it ever so humble. There's no place like home. Before bringing any letter to a 
close I might inform you that I am thinking of arriving back in Dear Old England for Christmas for 
further particulars for when and where I shall arrive inquire of my Wife as I cannot say myself at 
present. I am trying to get a direct route so that I shall land in Liverpool instead of London but I shall 
write unto her and by inquiring of her or the Children they will be able to tell you as the time gets 
along. There is very little to write about without I write my life for the time I have been out here, 
therefore seeing that I am coming home before long I will leave it for the time beening hopeing and 
trusting that you will give my best wishes to all my friends and receive the same yourself from one 
who is thankful for your writing to me. 
I remain your friend 
 John W Smith     



 

 

WHAT'S IN THE BRANCH LIBRARY? 

Index to First Person Shipboard Accounts held by the Alexander Turnbull Library 

Larkins - A Shipboard Dairy 1849 

 A transcript of the original copies held by the Alexander Turnbull Library  

The Dairy of George Hilliard, Surgeon on the ship Lady Nugent on a Voyage from London to NZ, 
1840-41 

 A transcript of the original copies which are held at the Alexander Turnbull Library 

Voyage of the Barque Birman compiled by Bruce Crowther 

 Any and everything to do with the Barque Birman; includes Dairy of the Ship's Surgeon, letters 
written by passengers, passenger list, plan of the ship and sleeping arrangements and other 
relevant articles. 

Beginning with the Birman by Bernard Haigh 

 Detailing the emigration of the Haigh family. Also contains a transcript of the surgeon's dairy from 
the Barque Birman. Published in 1985 

WHAT'S NEW IN THE BRANCH LIBRARY 

Guardian of the Valley, Christ Church - the story of Wellington's Oldest Church by Miles Erwin. 

 The latest book on Taita's old church filled with pictures and people. 

Wish You Were Here a letter and sketches by Chauncey Henry Townsend Nov 16 1842  

 From his town acre on Malcolm Terrace Tinacore Road Wellington. For those of you who don't 
get the Wellington City Council Newspaper, Absolutely Positively Wellington, this was in the 
February issue of the newspaper. Lynne has put it in the library for all to read and enjoy. 

Archives New Zealand Leaflets 

 All the latest and most up to date available are back in the library 

Newsletters from other branches 

 The latest that we have received are all there for members to read 

FINAL NOTE FOR THE MONTH 

Any contributions to the newsletters for next month need to be received by the editor by the next 
committee meeting/research evening which is the last Thursday of the month.  

Next month I will look at the subject of the two World Wars. For May I will look at the subject of 
shipping records. 

The following is from the surgeon's dairy on the Lady Nugent in 1841. I am open to suggestions as 
to what this passenger was eating for three months. Surely if this person was trying to live on the 
same double chicken pie for three months he would have succumbed to food poisoning within the 
first week and then spent the next two and half months recovering! 

Wednesday Dec.23 

..... The following "Grace before meat for the Lady Nugent" was picked up in one of the cabins. It 
should be mentioned that the passenger had now lived every day for three months or more on a pair 
of fowls at least seven years old (Old cock and hens in the Autumn refuse of some farmyard) at one 
end and a pie called pare excellence "a chicken pie" at the other. 

Of Old Fowls boil'd, Of Old Fowls fried, 
Of Old Fowls roasted, Of Old Fowls pied, 
Of Old Fowls in curry, Of Old Fowls in stew, 
The Lord deliver the cuddy and crew. 

 

Originality is the art of concealing your sources 
 


